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ABSTRACT: We propose highly eﬃcient hybrid plasmonic
bullseye antennas for collecting photon emission from nmsized quantum emitters. In our approach, the emitter radiation
is coupled to surface plasmon polaritons that are consequently
converted into highly directional out-of-plane emission. The
proposed conﬁguration consists of a high-index titania bullseye
grating separated from a planar silver ﬁlm by a thin low-index
silica spacer layer. Such hybrid systems are theoretically
capable of directing 85% of the dipole emission into a 0.9 NA
objective, while featuring a spectrally narrow-band tunable
decay rate enhancement of close to 20 at the design
wavelength. Hybrid antenna structures were fabricated by
standard electron-beam lithography without the use of lossy
adhesion layers that might be detrimental to antenna performance. The fabricated antennas remained undamaged at saturation
laser powers exhibiting stable operation. For experimental characterization of the antenna properties, a ﬂuorescent nanodiamond
containing multiple nitrogen vacancy centers (NV-center) was deterministically placed in the bullseye center, using an atomic
force microscope. Probing the NV-center ﬂuorescence we demonstrate resonantly enhanced, highly directional emission at the
design wavelength of 670 nm, whose characteristics are in excellent agreement with our numerical simulations.
KEYWORDS: plasmonics, collection eﬃciency, nitrogen-vacancy center, quantum emitter, ﬂuorescence
ﬃcient collection of photons from single quantum emitters
(QE) is a key requirement for many quantum technological applications,1 utilizing on-demand photon generation,
optical spin read-out,2,3 or coalescence of indistinguishable
photons.4,5 The eﬃciency by which photons can be collected is,
however, often compromised by the nonunity quantum yield
and relatively omnidirectional emission pattern of typical QEs,
whether it is a molecule, quantum dot, or solid state defect.6
Fortunately, both aspects can be improved upon by engineering
the photonic environment. Quantum yield may be increased by
accelerating the radiative spontaneous decay rate, relative to
intrinsic nonradiative decay, via the Purcell eﬀect.7 Directional
emission is typically achieved by two approaches:8 either a
geometrical- or a mode-coupling approach. The geometrical
approach relies on redirecting far-ﬁeld emission by reﬂection or
refraction on appropriately shaped surfaces, such as a parabolic
mirror9 or solid immersion lens.10 Alternatively, the modecoupling approach is based on near-ﬁeld coupling QE emission
to an antenna or waveguide mode. The emission pattern then
conforms to that of the antenna,11 while for detection with an
objective, plane ﬁlm waveguide modes may be redirected to
free space by leakage into high index substrates12 or scattering
on periodic gratings.13,14 For highly directional emission, the
circular symmetric bullseye grating is particularly attractive as
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tight beaming of photons is achievable by appropriate grating
design. Bullseye gratings have been utilized for photon
collection from QEs in dielectric membranes13,14 or situated
near a grating imprinted in a metal ﬁlm. Here we consider the
metallic counterpart. Metallic bullseye designs currently fall in
two categories. The ﬁrst category consists of an aperture in a
metal ﬁlm, encircled by a bullseye grating.15−17 This so-called
bullseye aperture conﬁguration features both large decay rate
enhancement and highly directional emission from QEs
situated in the aperture, however the antenna eﬃciency suﬀers
from large ohmic losses. Single photon emission from such a
conﬁguration was demonstrated by Choy et al., considering a
nitrogen-vacancy center (NV-center) in a diamond/silveraperture.17 The design theoretically allowed for a decay rate
enhancement of ∼25 (relative to bulk diamond) and collection
of ∼17% of dipole emission with a 0.6 NA objective. Photon
collection being compromised by reﬂections from the
diamond/air interface appearing before the objective, and
high losses of plasmon modes supported by diamond/silver
interface. More recently, a second design, consisting of a
quantum dot situated in a dielectric ﬁlm above a silver ﬁlm
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Figure 1. (a) Concept image of bullseye structure. Spontaneous emission from a centered quantum emitter is eﬃciently directed into the collection
optics, as SPP-coupled emission scatters on the periodic ridges. (b) Proﬁle view of the rotationally symmetric structure, emission is numerically
modeled for a vertical dipole aligned with the symmetry axis. (c) Analytical out-of-plane electric ﬁeld distribution for SPP modes supported by semiinﬁnite air (green) or TiO2 (red) top layer on a 15 nm SiO2 spacer, and semi-inﬁnite bottom Ag layer. (d) Corresponding eﬀective index (solid) and
propagation length (dashed). (e) On resonance power density ﬂow of optimized antenna with corresponding (f) out-of-plane and (g) radial electric
ﬁeld distributions.

highly directional emission with a moderate decay rate
enhancement. Theoretically, 85% of the QE emission may be
collected by a 0.9 NA objective lens, while the photon emission
rate is accelerated by a decay rate enhancement of 18 (relative
to vacuum), at the design wavelength of 670 nm. The design
inherently ensures environmental protection of silver, by
consequence of the protective silica layer, while the particular
choice of materials allows for fabrication without compromising
antenna performance by the use of lossy adhesion layers and
stable operation at a laser power of 2.5 mW corresponding to
saturation of NV-center ﬂuorescence. For experimental
demonstration of the design, a nanodiamond (ND) containing
a large number of NV-centers was deterministically placed in
the center of the bullseye, using an atomic force microscope.
Spectrally resolving NV-center emission, a resonant enhancement peak (quality factor ∼ 18) is observed at the design
wavelength. The on-resonance emission is selected with a bandpass ﬁlter and conﬁrmed to be highly directional by back-focal
plane imaging, with the overall emission pattern closely
following numerical predictions. Speciﬁcally, emission takes
the form of a radially polarized, donut-shaped beam, imposed
by the rotational symmetry of the antenna, with peak emission
radiated at an angle of 5° ± 3° fwhm with respect to the plane
normal.

bullseye grating, has been explored by Livneh et al., as a way to
circumvent metal losses.18,19 Exceptionally directional beaming
of single photons has been demonstrated by this design,
allowing for ∼37% of dipole emission to be collected with a
0.65 NA objective, while no decay rate enhancement was
reported. The combination of appreciable decay rate enhancement and low-loss directive photon generation thus appears
elusive from previous metal bullseye designs, while both are
desirable to boost quantum yield and collection eﬃciency,
respectively. Further, a common characteristic of these previous
bullseye designs is the corrugation of the metal ﬁlm. However,
recently such structuring of silver ﬁlms has been observed to be
problematic for single photon applications, as corrugating silver
ﬁlms, either by focused ion beam milling or standard electron
beam lithography, result in a signiﬁcant background,
detrimental for single photon applications.18,20 Antenna designs
compatible with fabrication techniques which yield low
background emission levels are therefore highly desirable for
quantum photonics. Though novel fabrication techniques may
improve background levels from corrugated silver,21 antenna
designs based on planar silver ﬁlms is an appealing approach, as
background is signiﬁcantly reduced compared to a corrugated
surface.18 Further planar ﬁlm designs are readily compatible
with high-quality monocrystalline silver ﬁlm fabrication
techniques.22 While a variety of plasmonic antenna designs
based on patterned metal ﬁlms and/or metal nanoparticles has
been realized, the planar silver ﬁlm antenna employing a
dielectric bullseye grating has not been explored.
In this study, we propose a hybrid plasmonic bullseye
antenna design based on a planar silver ﬁlm, employing a highindex, 100 nm-thick, dielectric, titania (TiO2) bullseye grating,
situated on a low-index, 15 nm-thin spacer layer, made of silica
(SiO2). The conﬁguration combines low antenna loss and

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The general operation of our device is conceptually illustrated
in Figure 1a,b. A QE, centered in the bullseye antenna in close
proximity to the silver ﬁlm, spontaneously decays by excitation
of surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) propagating along the
dielectric−metal interface. The SPP subsequently scatter
directionally on the periodically spaced TiO2 ridges, resulting
in highly directional emission.
B
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Figure 2. (a) Sketch of AFM “pick and place” technique used in transferring a ND from a coverslip to the bullseye center. (b) Electron micrograph
of fabricated bullseye antenna, the transferred ND appears in false color in the center, (c) clearly apparent in the zoomed image. (d) False color
CCD image of emission from the ND, dashed line indicates bullseye boundary.

are minimal. For fabrication purposes, we set titania and silica
ﬁlm thicknesses to 100 and 15 nm, respectively, and
numerically optimize in-plane grating parameters for collecting
the maximal amount of power from a dipole, positioned 15 nm
above the SiO2 ﬁlm, using a 0.9 NA objective (see SI for
optimization procedure). While the vertical dipole position is
set to a typical height, expected experimentally, the optimized
antenna performance is weakly dependent on the actual
position (see SI). For the optimized antenna, the inner TiO2
ridge (inner radius 250 nm, TiO2 width 212 nm) forms a
standing wave cavity (Figure 1f), accelerating dipole emission
by a decay rate enhancement of 18 (relative to vacuum).
Simultaneously, the periodic TiO2 grating (period 520 nm, duty
cycle 0.36), directionally scatters SPP coupled emission, such
that 85% of the power emitted by the dipole is collected by the
objective. While on-resonance SPP emission is scattered at an
angle near normal to silver plane (Figure 1e,g), the scattering
angle generally seems to follow the grating equation (see SI for
comparison). The geometrical optimization of TiO2 height is a
trade-oﬀ between decay rate enhancement and collection
eﬃciency. Collection eﬃciency deﬁned as the fraction of the
total dipole power, collected by the objective, while decay rate
enhancement is the factor by which the total dipole emission
power increases in the bullseye environment, relative to
vacuum. Indeed, a signiﬁcant increase in decay rate enhancement is possible by increasing the TiO2 thickness (see SI for
modeling) at the cost of collection eﬃciency, as the SPP
perform an increasing number of lossy round trips in the cavity
before scattering to free space. For practical fabrication
purposes, the low aspect ratio design of 100 nm TiO2 was
preferred, while the 15 nm SiO2 ﬁlm thickness was set to ensure
a homogeneous coverage of the silver ﬁlm, for environmental
protection of the silver.
The bullseye antenna sample was fabricated on a Si substrate
by e-beam evaporation of 10 nm Ti, 3 nm Ge, followed by a
200 nm Ag ﬁlm, and topped by a 15 nm SiO2 layer, without
breaking the vacuum. The Ge layer act as a wetting layer,
reducing roughness of the consecutively deposited Ag ﬁlm.29
The 100 nm TiO2 bullseye grating was subsequently formed by
standard electron beam lithography and e-beam evaporation
(Figure 2b). Importantly, device performance was not degraded
by the use of any lossy adhesion layers at the Ag−SiO2−TiO2
interfaces, while remaining mechanically robust to sonication,
applied during lift-oﬀ. A ND (length ∼ 140 nm, height ∼ 35
nm) containing a large number of NV-centers was subsequently
picked up from a coverslip and placed in the center of the

The emission of a QE or electric dipole, situated in close
proximity to a silver ﬁlm, has been thoroughly studied23 and
analytically described.24,25 It is thus well-known the decay rate
is accelerated when the dipole is oriented normal to the metal
plane, as beyond photon radiation the dipole may release its
energy by SPP emission or nonradiative metal quenching. SPP
emission being the dominating decay channel for dipole-metal
separations slightly larger than ∼10 nm, ensured here by
placing the emitter on top of a thin SiO2 layer. On the other
hand, when the dipole is oriented along the plane, emission is
suppressed, as the dipole induces a mirrored antiphase charge
distribution in the silver ﬁlm (see Support Information (SI)). In
the present study we thus neglect the weak in-plane dipole
emission, and model QE emission solely in terms of the
dominating vertical dipole (Figure 1b). Placing the dipole along
the symmetry z-axis, our system reduces to a cylindrical
symmetric system, for which we assume a constant azimuthal
phase, as no particular phase preference can be expected. In
other words, the emission ﬁeld is assumed to be unchanged
upon rotation about the z-axis. Clearly, in this case the radial
electric ﬁeld component is singular on the symmetry axis, and
must therefore be zero (Figure 1g). The condition prohibits
emission along the symmetry axis, as the transverse ﬁeld of a
plane wave, propagating along the symmetry axis, must be zero.
The rotational symmetry of dipole source and antenna is thus
expected to result in a radially polarized emission ﬁeld, for
which emission normal to the silver ﬁlm is prohibited,
regardless of emission wavelength.
With the symmetry constraints in place, we now seek to
maximize dipole emission into the 0.9 NA objective, at the
target wavelength of λ0 = 670 nm, by introducing a dielectric
grating for scattering of SPP coupled emission. In order to
maximize antenna eﬃciency, we seek to minimize SPP
propagation loss by employing a high-index TiO2 grating (n
= 2.2 index, measured with ellipsometry see SI), separated from
the silver ﬁlm by a thin low-index SiO2 spacer layer (n = 1.45
index). The SPP mode of the high index-low index spacer - on
conductor conﬁguration26 is receiving increasing interest as a
possible approach for low-loss plasmonics.27,28 Analytical
solutions for the SPP mode supported by the 3-layer structure
(Figure 1c,d) reveal large modulation of the eﬀective index
TiO2
from Nair
eff = 1.05 (air−SiO2−Ag) to Neff = 2.25 (TiO2−SiO2−
Ag), with propagation lengths of, respectively, Lair
p = 63 μm and
2
LTiO
=
28
μm,
far
exceeding
lateral
antenna
dimensions.
SPP
p
coupled emission is thus prone to either scatter on the TiO2
grating or reﬂect back to the emitter, while propagation losses
C
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eﬃciency is not expected to signiﬁcantly aﬀect the spectrum, as
modeling ﬁnds overall high broadband collections eﬃciency
(Figure 3a), stemming from emission into SPP and grating
scattering of SPP into objective both being broadband eﬀects.
For eﬃcient photon generation, it is typically desired to
maximize photon rate from the QE, by pumping the QE to
saturation. We conﬁrmed that our device is stable under such
conditions by increasing laser power to the 2.5 mW limit of our
equipment. Simultaneously monitoring the photon rate
detected by a avalanche photo diode, we smoothly transition
to stable operation at saturation (Figure 3c, inset). Subsequently, reducing laser power, we retrace the saturation curve,
thereby conﬁrming no antenna alterations. The planar ﬁlm
bullseye antenna is generally expected to exhibit a higher laser
damage threshold, than structured ﬁlm conﬁgurations, as
nanostructuring of metals suﬀer from melting point depression.31 Having conﬁrmed stable operation at saturation laser
power and the presence of resonantly enhanced emission, we
proceed by examining the oﬀ- and on-resonance emission
pattern, selected with bandpass ﬁlter in the wavelength range
560−610 nm and 650−740 nm (Figure 3b). Introducing a
bertrand lens in inﬁnity space, we resolve the emission pattern
by imaging the back-focal plane (BFP) of the objective onto the
CCD camera (Figure 4a). This lens conﬁguration is particularly
well suited for Fourier microscopy.32 Filtering for resonant
emission reveals a highly directional radiation pattern in the
characteristic donut-shaped pattern, imposed by the antenna
symmetry (Figure 4d). Introducing an analyzer in the optical
path, the radiation is conﬁrmed to be radially polarized (Figure
4e,f). This is apparent as emission is spatially extinguished
along the axis normal to the analyzer axis for a random analyzer
orientation. For a comparison with the numerical design, we
extracted the angular radiation pattern from a single pixel slice
of the BFP-image, ﬁnding the experiment generally replicates
numerical expectations. On resonance, the peak emission is
detected at an angle of 5° ± 3° fwhm wrt. the plane normal, in
good agreement with the designed emission angle of 6° ± 4°
fwhm, modeled for the resonance wavelength of 670 nm
(Figure 4g). Probing oﬀ-resonant emission, we ﬁnd the peak
emission increasing to an angle of 14° ± 8° fwhm (Figure 4k),
while the symmetry conditioned, radially polarized donut
shaped beam pattern is conserved (Figure 4h−j). Oﬀ-resonance
emission is in line with the modeled emission for a wavelength
of 610 nm having peak emission at an angle of 16° ± 5°. Oﬀresonance emission is modeled at the wavelength of 610 nm, as
experimentally, the maximum spectral power transmitted by the
band-pass ﬁlter is found at this wavelength (Figure 3c). The
directional emission is in stark contrast to the nondirectional
emission observed from the same type of ND in the absence of
a bullseye antenna (Figure 4b,c). The agreement of the
experimental case considering an ensemble of relatively
randomly oriented dipole emitters and the numerical model
of a vertical dipole, result from the selective radiative
enhancement/suppression of emitters with a predominately
vertical/horizontal dipole moment, given eﬃcient coupling to
SPP or destructive interference. The ﬂuorescence signal
dominated by vertical dipoles, thereby mimic the numerical
model considering only a vertical dipole. Indeed the particularly
broad decay rate distribution, observed for the ND placed in
the antenna, does indicate an enhancement/suppression of
decay rates (see SI). The antenna performance on a single
emitter level is therefore expected to strongly depend on the
dipole orientation.

bullseye antenna, using an atomic force microscope (AFM;
Figure 2a). The AFM “pick and place” technique30 allows for
precise centering of the ND, as conﬁrmed by electron
microscopy (Figure 2d). Pumping the ND with a 532 nm
continuous-wave laser, we image the NV-center ﬂuorescence
onto a CCD camera, using a 0.9 NA ×100 objective and
ﬂuorescence ﬁltering from a dichroic mirror (cutoﬀ 550 nm)
and long pass ﬁlter (cutoﬀ 550 nm; see SI for thorough method
description). NV-center emission is observed as a spot, tightly
conﬁned to the center of the antenna (Figure 2c). While
ﬂuorescence is weakly observed throughout the whole antenna
(see SI for log-scale image), the fast drop-oﬀ in ﬂuorescence
intensity indicate eﬃcient scattering of SPP emission on the
TiO2 ridges. Correspondingly, antennas without a ND appear
dark, when mapping ﬂuorescence by laser-scanning confocal
microscopy (see SI for comparison). In order to observe the
wavelength dependent decay rate enhancement, expected from
numerical modeling (Figure 3a), the NV-center emission was

Figure 3. (a) Modeled decay rate enhancement (blue) and collection
eﬃciency (orange) for fabricated bullseye design. (b) Transimission of
bandpass ﬁlters used for detecting oﬀ-resonance (560−610 nm; green)
and on-resonance (650−740 nm; red) emission, respectively. (c)
Emission spectrum from ND centered in bullseye. Inset shows the
background corrected saturation curve, demonstrating stable antenna
operation up to saturation laser power.

spectrally resolved on a grating spectrometer (Figure 3c). The
zero phonon lines (ZPL) for the neutral (575 nm) and negative
(637 nm) charge states conﬁrm the NV-center as the origin of
ﬂuorescence, while the overall spectrum is dominated by a
resonant enhancement peak at 675 nm, in reasonable
agreement with the spectral position and shape of the modeled
decay rate enhancement. The experimental quality factor of
∼18 (estimated from spectrum) is broader than the modeled
resonance ∼41 (estimated from decay rate enhancement
curve), presumably due to fabrication imperfections. Collection
D
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Figure 4. (a) Schematic of experimental setup for back-focal plane (BFP) imaging. (b) Reference BFP-image from ND, without antenna, on the
plane SiO2/Ag sample and (c) corresponding emission pattern, ﬁltered for on-resonance emission. The detection limit of the 0.9 numerical aperture
of the objective is indicated by respectively a white circle or black dashed lines. BFP-images ﬁltered for (d−f) on- and (h−j) oﬀ-resonance emission
from ND in bullseye, imaged with (e, i) horizontal or (f, j) vertical analyzer. Experimental (blue) and modeled (red) emission patterns for (g) onresonance, model wavelength 670 nm and (k) oﬀ-resonance regime, model wavelength 610 nm. BFP images are obtained at 28 μW laser power and
10 s integration time, while colorbars give the camera counts.

standard electron beam lithography, followed by deterministic
placement of a ﬂuorescent ND in the bullseye, using the AFM
“pick and place” technique. The particular material design
allows for fabrication without lossy adhesion layers compromising device performance, and stable operation of the antenna at
laser powers large enough for saturated pumping of the NVcenters contained in the ND. Decay rate enhancement is
experimentally observed as a resonant peak in the NV-center
emission spectrum at 675 nm (quality factor ∼ 18). The
resonantly ﬁltered ﬂuorescence is demonstrated to be highly
directional by back-focal plane imaging, with peak emission at
an angle of 5° with respect to plane normal. Speciﬁcally, the
emission pattern takes the form of a donut-shaped, radially
polarized beam as imposed by the antenna symmetry,
regardless of emission wavelength. Experimental observations
closely mimic the numerical design, thereby validating the
proposed design. However, further experiments must be
conducted using single emitters in order to experimentally
quantify collection eﬃciency of the antenna. The demonstrated
design is signiﬁcant for quantum technological development, as
light-matter interfaces ensuring eﬃcient photon collection from
single QEs are highly desirable for quantum optical
applications.

The relatively narrowband decay rate enhancement and
directive emission, demonstrated for this design, may be of
interest for indistinguisable photon experiments, as the selective
enhancement and eﬃcient collection of ZPL photons from
solid state emitters is desirable. The simple fabrication allows
for easy tuning of the antenna resonance to the ZPL of new
promising QEs such as the silicon- or germanium vacancy
centers.33,34 However, for scalable single photon source
fabrication, large-scale QE positioning techniques need to be
explored. Potential approaches may be lithographic patterning35
or electro-static pad positioning.36 Further, the highly directional emission pattern should lend itself to optical ﬁber
coupling. Theoretically, 23% and 74% of dipole emission
(wavelength 670 nm) fall within the numerical aperture of
respectively a single- (NA 0.12) or multimode ﬁber (NA 0.4). It
is in this context worth noting that the radially polarized
emission pattern, inherent to the bullseye antenna, may be
converted to the fundamental mode of an optical ﬁber with
high ﬁdelity.37 Directive emission is further advantageous for
NV ensemble-based sensing applications, relying on optical
read-out of the NV-center spin state, where strong decay rate
enhancement should be avoided.3

■

■

CONCLUSION
In summary, we have proposed a high-eﬃciency hybrid
plasmonic bullseye antenna design, consisting of a high-index
titania grating, separated from a planar silver ﬁlm by a thin lowindex silica spacer layer. The architecture is motivated by
previous issues with background emission resulting from
nanostructuring of silver ﬁlms. Our design combines low
antenna loss, directional emission and moderate decay rate
enhancement, leading to a theoretical collection eﬃciency of
85% for a 0.9 NA objective and acceleration of the emission
rate by a decay rate enhancement of 18, at the design
wavelength of 670 nm. The design is experimentally realized by
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